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Abstract

Data integration of several sources has gained con-
siderable attentions with the recent popularity of the
Web. In the real world, some information may be miss-
ing (i.e., partial) and some may be inconsistent from
several sources. How to obtain information as com-
plete as possible and detect inconsistency from these
sources is thus an interesting question. Most existing
work uses a simple graph-based or tree-based semistruc-
tured data model to represent heterogeneous data com-
ing from various sites, which fail to account for the ex-
istence of partial and inconsistent information. In this
paper, we rede�ne the notion of semistructured objects
to reect the existence of partial and inconsistent infor-
mation and study how to integrate such objects spread
in various sources and check consistency in the mean-
time. We propose a new operator integration for this
purpose and discuss its semantic properties.

1 Introduction

As the amount of data available on-line has in-
creased dramatically, the need to integrate a wide vari-
ety of data has become more and more important. Sev-
eral semistructured data models such as OEM [2] and
labeled tree model [8] have been proposed to represent

such heterogeneous data. How to integrate semistruc-
tured data coming from various sources has also re-
ceived considerable attentions [3, 6, 12, 9, 27, 38]. How-
ever, most existing work uses a simple graph-based or
tree-based semistructured data model to represent het-
erogeneous data coming from various sources, which
fails to account for the existence of partial and incon-
sistent information. In practice, the information about
real world objects may be imprecise, incomplete, or
even wrong. Many null/unknown values or inconsis-
tent values exist in the data which come from various
sources. For example, most academic people should
have a Bibtex database to keep references. While two
or more person work together on a paper, an immediate
problem is how to merge their Bibtex databases. Al-
though all Bibtex databases have the similar structure,
the values in these databases may be partial or incon-
sistent (conicted). The typical case is the authors of
a paper. Someone likes to list all authors in full names,
but others may just indicate the �rst one or two au-
thors. Even for one author, the order of �rst name (or
initial) and last name may be di�erent. Furthermore,
partial data for the same record is probably missed or
inconsistent, i.e. page number, published year or the
address of publisher. Therefore, how to obtain infor-
mation as complete as possible from these sources is
an interesting question. For another example, we may
�nd several web pages containing information about
the same object, such as a place, a person, an orga-



nization, or a company. It is very useful to combine
the information spread in several sources to obtain a
comprehensive description of the object.

In the past several years, a sub-problem, that is, in-
tegrating data with partial and complete tuples and/or
partial sets, has been investigated in depth in the con-
text of relational and complex object databases [5, 7,
11, 14, 20, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30, 31, 39, 40]. Speci�c op-
erators such as union [5] and join [7] are introduced to
integrate partial information. However, these works
focus on typed data and support homogeneous sets
and tuples. Thus, it is di�cult to apply them di-
rectly on semistructured data, where although the data
may have some structure, the structure is not as rigid,
regular, or complete as that required by traditional
database systems.

In this paper, we �rst rede�ne the notion of
semistructured objects to reect the existence of par-
tial and inconsistent information. We then study how
to integrate such objects spread in various sources and
check consistency in the meantime. Instead of consider-
ing the problem of entity identi�cation (i.e., matching
objects across sources) addressed in [12, 15, 19, 32]), we
focus our study on how to integrate di�erent semistruc-
tured data which have been represented in our frame-
work. We propose a new operator integration for this
purpose and discuss its semantic properties.

1.1 Related Work

There has been a lot of work on the integration of
heterogeneous data sources, such as multiple databases
or data sources on the web [5, 7, 14, 20, 21, 22, 23, 28,
29, 30, 31, 37, 39, 40, 10]. In particular, there are
two questions closely related to our study. One is how
to decide that two objects mentioned in two di�erent
sources refer to the same entity in the world. Another
is how to reconcile partial or inconsistent data values
from sources referring to the same entity.

Most systems deal with the �rst problem using do-
main speci�c heuristics [15, 19]. Two notable excep-
tions are the Smith-Waterman edit distance adopted
by Monge and Elkan [36] and statistical information
retrieval in [12]. Both are domain-independent.

The problem of reconciling inconsistent data was
addressed in the literature by the theory of proba-
bility [40] and the evidential theory [32]. An early
work [14] introduced a concept of partial values to han-
dle it, where a partial value is an interval or a �nite set
of possible values such that exactly one of the values
in this set is the true value of the partial value. The
approach was further extended in [40] with probabilis-
tic partial values (i.e., partial values with the attached

probability of occurrence). In addition, the method
proposed in [32] utilizes the relational model extended
to incorporate the Dempster-Shafer uncertainty man-
agement mechanism. The combination rule from this
theory is used to reconcile inconsistent values; that is,
to assign appropriate degree of belief to the possible
values. In [37], information about the quality of data
(i.e. soundness and completeness) in the sources is
proposed to use to reconcile inconsistent answers that
may result from query processing involving indepen-
dent data sources. However, partial values (i.e. some
attribute values are missing) are not addressed in these
work.

The problem of describing completeness of data
sources and using this information for query processing
is addressed in [26]. An approximating algorithm was
proposed in [31] to answer queries for which a precise
answer cannot be found. These work are related to
ours, but focus on di�erent topics.

Other relevant work include semistructured data [2],
unstructured data [8] and data integration [9, 17, 20],
and web query (or data manipulation) languages such
as W3QS [13], WebSQL [35] and WebLog [24], We-
bOQL [4] and StruQL [16]).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 de�nes semistructured objects. Section 3 dis-
cusses how to integrate semistructured objects and the
semantic properties. Section 4 summarizes and points
out further research issues.

2 Semistructured Objects

In this section, we establish terminology for the con-
cepts including objects and semistructured objects. We
assume the existence of a set A of attribute names, a
set M of markers, and a set U of constants such that
M and A [ U are disjointed. The notion of objects is
de�ned as follows:

(1) Constants in U are objects called atomic objects.
(2) Markers in M are objects called marker objects.
(3) There is a special object ?.
(4) If O1, ..., On are distinct objects other than ?,

then O1j...jOn is an object called or-value object.
(5) If O1; :::; On; (n > 0) are distinct objects, then

hO1; :::; Oni is an object called partial set.
(6) If O1; :::; On; (n � 0) are distinct objects, then

fO1; :::; Ong is an object called complete set.
(7) If O1; :::; On are objects and A1; :::; An are distinct

attribute names, then
O = [A1 ) O1; :::; An ) On] is an object called
tuple. We denote Oi by O:Ai. We also assume that
O:A = ? for an attribute A not in fA1; :::; Ang.



(8) If m1; :::;mn 2 M are markers with n > 0 and O

is an object, then m1j:::jmn : O is an object called
marked object.

We use ? for null/unknown object. For example, in
a tuple representing a person, if the age of the person
is unknown, then we use [:::; age) ?; :::].

As we are dealing with the integration of semistruc-
tured objects from di�erent sources, it is possible that
we have conicting information. In this case, we use
or-value object to record the conicting result. For ex-
ample, the or-value object 21j22 in the tuple object [...,
age ) 21j22, ...] implies the age is 21 or 22 as there is
a conict right now and it is not clear that which one
of these two values is correct. The or-values are used
to record conicting information. We treat an or-value
as a set so that any combination of O1; :::; On is the
same as O1j:::jOn.

The markers are used to identify/refer to an object
uniquely. They are similar to object identi�er in OEM
(Object Exchange Model) [2], but di�erent in nature.
An object identi�er is attached to each object in OEM,
even for constants. In contrast, markers in our frame-
work can be used to identify complex objects. For ex-
ample, in a Bibtex database, markers correspond to the
keys [25]; in a web page, markers correspond to URLs.
See Example 1.

Besides null/unknown and inconsistent values, it is
quite common that partial rather than complete infor-
mation is provided for a set. For example, in a Bibtex
�le, one may only give partial authorship such as \Bob
and others" [18]. In this case, the set containing \Bob"
is partial and should be represented with h\Bob"i to in-
dicate that the set only provide partial authorship. On
the other hand, if we know the complete authorship
such as \Bob and Tom", then the set contains \Bob"
and \Tom" is complete and should be represented in
our database as f\Bob"; \Tom"g. The notions of par-
tial and complete set were �rst introduced in ROL [33]
and later extended in Relationlog [34]. They are used
to represent open and closed world assumption on sets
in a database.

A marked object m1j:::jmn : O with n > 1 means
that the object O is obtained from an integration of
several marked objects.

A semistructured object is an object.

For example, a Bibtex �le can be viewed as a set of
semistructured objects; see Example 1. A web page can
be viewed as a semistructured objects; see Example 2.

Example 1 Consider the following bib �le with three
entries:

@InBook{Bob,

author = "Bob and others",

title = "The Oracle System",

chapter = 1,

crossref = DB}

@Book{DB,

booktitle = "Database Systems",

publisher = "Addison Wesley",

editor = "John",

year = 1985}

@Article{B80,

author = "Bob",

title = "Relational DB",

journal = "JACM",

volume = 10,

number = 6,

year = 1980,

They can be represented as two semistructured objects
with the markers Bob and DB as follows:

[InBook)Bob : [author ) h\Bob"i;
title ) \The Oracle System";
chapter ) 1;
crossref ) DB ]]

[Book )DB : [booktitle ) \Database Systems";
publisher) \Addison Wesley";
editor ) f\John"g;
year ) 1985 ]]

[Article)B80 : [author ) f\Bob"g;
title ) \Relational DB";
journal ) f\JACM"g;
volume ) 10;
number ) 1;
year ) 1980 ]]

Example 2 Consider the following simpli�ed web
page:

<html>

<head>

<title>CSDept</title>

</head>

<body>

CSDept<br>

<a href="faculty.html"> Faculty </a>

<a href="staff.html"> Staff </a>

<a href="students.html">Students</a>

</body>

</html>



This web page can be represented as a semistruc-
tured object in our framework as follows:

[CSDept) [Faculty )faculty:html;

Staff )staff:html;

Students)students:html]]

where faculty.html, sta�.html, students.html are mark-
ers.

Note that web pages and Bibtex �les di�ers signi�-
cantly. For a web page, there are markers (URLs) but
no marked objects as we have to expand the markers
to obtain the corresponding objects. For a Bibtex �le,
however, there are marked objects.

Example 3 Consider the following labeled graph
based on the one taken from [1]:

name address

street city zipcode

92310

Saigon Holiday-Inn

name nameaddressaddress

resturant resturant hotel

category

gourmet

category category

Vietnamese

Guide

Lee’s

Alberta Regina

Broadway Wascana four-star

m1 m2 m3
nearby

nearby

nearby

This graph can be represented as a set of semistruc-
tured objects in our framework as follows:

[Guide) [ restaurant ) fm1;m2g;
hotel ) m3 ]]

m1 : [ category ) gourmet;

name ) Lee0s;

address ) [street) Alberta;

city ) Regina;

zipcode) 92310];
nearby ) fm2;m3g ];

m2 : [ category ) V ietnamese;

name ) Saigon;

address ) fBroadway;Wascanag];

m3 : [ category ) four-star;
name ) Holiday-Inn;
nearby ) m1 ]

where the leaf nodes represent constants, non-leave
nodes represent tuples or sets, and edges represent at-
tributes in our framework. The markers m1, m2 and
m3 are introduced to identify the objects in cycles.

Our semistructured objects can capture more in-
formation than the existing semistructured data mod-
els such as OEM [2] and labeled tree model [8] since
null/unknown, or-value, partial and complete set ob-
jects are supported.

3 Integrating Semistructured Objects

In this section, we discuss how to integrate
semistructured objects. Consider the following
semistructured objects that represents simpli�ed Bib-
tex items in two di�erent bib �les. Note that strings are
represented without quotes when there is no ambiguity
for simplicity.

[article) B80 : [title ) Oracle;

author ) Bob;

year ) 1980 ]]

[article) B82 : [title ) Oracle;

year ) 1980;
journal) JACM ]]

The �rst nested tuple has null value for the attribute
journal whereas the second has null value for the at-
tribute author. They have di�erent markers. Let us
assume that articles can be identi�ed by their title.
Then the above two objects represent di�erent portion
of the same object and can be integrated to generate
the following tuple:

[article) B80jB82 : [title ) Oracle;

author ) Bob;

year ) 1980;
journal) JACM ]]

where B80jB82 means that the two Bibtex terms from
two di�erent bib �les have di�erent markers that refer
to the same article. Thus, more complete information
of the article is obtained by integrating the two bib
�les.

In order to formalize the integration of semistruc-
tured objects, we �rst introduce the following notions.

An object O is less or equal informative than an
object O0, denoted by O � O0, if and only if one of the
following holds:

(1) O = O0

(2) O = ?



(3) O = O1j:::jOm and O0 = O1j:::jOn with 1 � m < n

(4) O is a partial set and O0 is a partial or complete
set, and for each Oi 2 O � O0, there exists O0

i 2
O0 �O such that Oi � O0

i

(5) O = [A1 ) O1; :::; Am ) Om] and O0 = [A1 )
O0

1
; :::; An ) O0

n] with 1 � m � n such that Oi �

O0

i for i 2 f1::mg
(6) O is a non-marked object and O0 is a marked ob-

ject m1j:::jmn : O00 such that O � O00

(7) O=m1j:::jml : O1 and O0=m1j:::jmn : O0

1 with
1 � l � n such that O1 � O0

1

The following are several examples:

a � a

? � a

? � f?g
? � [A) a]
a1 � a1ja2
a1ja2 � a1ja2ja3
m1 : a1 � m1 : a1jm2 : a2
ha1i � ha1; a2i
ha1i � fa1; a2g
fa1; a2g � fa1; a2g

[A) ?; B ) b] � [A) a;B ) b]
[A) a;B ) hb1i]� m1 : [A) a;B ) hb1; b2i]

� m1jm2 : [A) a;B ) fb1; b2g]

It turns out that the less or equal relationship has
the following property.

Proposition 1 The less or equal informative relation-
ship is a partial order.

The less or equal informative relationship is used to
express that one object is part of another object. It is
used to determine when two objects can be integrated
and to show the properties of the integration operation.

Let O and O0 be two objects or semistructured ob-
jects and K = fA1; :::; Amg a set of attributes. Then
O and O0 are integratable with respect to K if and only
if one of the following holds:

(1) both are constants and are equal
(2) both are markers and are equal
(3) both are or-values and are equal set-wise
(4) both are partial sets
(5) O is a partial set and O0 is a complete set such

that O � O0

(6) both are complete sets and are equal
(7) both are tuples such that O:Ai and O0:Ai are in-

tegratable with respect to K for 1 � i � m, or O
and O0 do not have attributes A1; :::; Am

(8) O is a non-marked object and O0 is a marked ob-
ject m1j:::jmn : O00 such that O and O00 are inte-
gratable with respect to K

(9) O=m1j:::jml : O1 and O0=m0

1
j:::jm0

n : O0

1
, such

that O1 and O
0

1
are integratable with respect to K

Note that the set of attributes fA1; :::; Amg in the
above de�nition is similar to the notion of key in the
relational model. It is used as the basis for the integra-
tion operation to be introduced shortly. Also note that
two null/unknown values (?) or two distinct or-values
are not considered to be the same.

The following pairs of objects are integratable on
K = fA;Bg:

a and a by (1)
m and m by (2)
a1ja2 and a1ja2 by (3)
ha1i and ha1; a2i by (4)
ha1i and fa1; a2g by (5)
fa1; a2g and fa1; a2g by (6)

[A) a;B ) b; C ) hc1i] and
[A) a;B ) b; C ) hc2i] by (7)
[A) a;B ) hb1i; C ) hc1i] and
m : [A) a;B ) fb1; b2g; C ) fc2; c3g] by (8)
m1 : [A) a;B ) b; C ) [D ) d1]] and
m2 : [A) a;B ) b; C ) [D ) d2]] by (9)

The following pairs of objects are not integratable
on K = fA;Bg as they have di�erent values for A and
B whenever applicable:

a1 and a2
a1 and a1ja2
ha1i and fa2; a3g

[A) a1, B ) ?, C ) fc1g] and
[A) a1, B ) b1, C ) fc1g]
[A) ?, B ) b1, C ) fc1g] and
[A) ?, B ) b2, C ) fc1g]

A nonempty set S of objects (or semistructured
objects) is integratable with respect to a set K of
attributes if and only if every pair of objects (or
semistructured objects) in S are integratable on K.

Let S be a set of objects (or semistructured objects)
and S0 an integratable subset of S with respect to K.
Then S0 is a maximal integratable set in S with respect
to K if there does not exist an object (or semistruc-
tured object) in S � S0 that is integratable with each
object in S0 with respect to K.

Consider the following heterogeneous set of objects:

S = fa; b; a1ja2; ha1i; ha2i; ha3i; fa1g; fa1; a2g;
[A) a1]; [A) a1; B ) b1]g



The maximal integratable sets in S based on K = fAg
are as follows:

S1 = fag
S2 = fbg
S3 = fa1ja2g
S4 = fha1i; ha2i; ha3ig
S5 = fha1i; fa1gg
S6 = fha1i; ha2i; fa1; a2gg
S7 = f[A) a1]; [A) a1; B ) b1]g

As shown in S5 and S6 above, an integratable set
of partial/complete sets contains at most one complete
set.

The main goal of this paper is to de�ne how to inte-
grate semistructured objects. Given a set of semistruc-
tured objects, we �rst divide them into a number of
maximal integratable sets and then integrate each in-
tegratable set.

Now we introduce the integration operator IK which
is used to integrate a set of semistructured objects
based on a set of attributes K. It is similar to the
union operator in [5], the join operator in [7], and the
grouping operator in [34], but it handles partial and
inconsistent information.

Let K = fA1; :::; Amg be a non-empty set of at-
tributes. The integration operator I on a set of objects
based on K, denoted by IK , is de�ned recursively on a
set of objects as follows:

(1) IK(fOg) = O.
(2) IK(fO1; :::; On;?g) = IK(fO1; :::; Ong).
(3) If S is a set of partial sets, then

IK(S) = hIK(S
00) j S00 = fO j O 2 S0 and S0 2

Sg is a maximal integratable set in Si.
(4) If S is an integratable set with a complete set O,

then IK(S) = O.
(5) If S is an integratable set of tuples, then

IK(S) = [A1 ) IK(S1); :::; An ) IK(Sn)], where
Si = fOi j [A1 ) O1; :::; Ai ) Oi; :::; An ) On] 2
Sg for 1 � i � n.

(6) IK(fO1; :::; Oi;m1 : O
0

1
; :::;mj : O

0

jg) = m1j:::jmj :
IK(fO1; :::; Oi; O

0

1; :::; O
0

jg).
(7) If S is a set of objects divided into maximal in-

tegratable sets S1; :::; Sn with respect to K, then
IK(S) = IK(S1)j:::jIK(Sn).

The following are several examples where
K = fA;Bg:

IK(fag) = a by (1)

IK(fa;?g) = a by (2),(1)

IK(fa1; a2g) = a1ja2 by (7)

IK(fa1; a2ja3g) = a1ja2ja3 by (7)
IK(fa1; [A) a1]g) = a1j[A) a1] by (7)

IK(fa1; fa1gg) = a1jfa1g by (7)

IK(fa1; a2;?g) = IK(fa1; a2g) = a1ja2 by (2),(7)

IK(fha1i; ha2i; ha1; a2i;?g)
= IK(fha1i; ha2i; ha1; a2ig)
= hIK(fa1g); IK(fa2g)i = ha1; a2i by (2),(3)

IK(fha1i; ha1; a2i; fa1; a2; a3gg)
= fa1; a2; a3g by (4)

IK(f[A) a;B ) hb1i; C ) c1],
[A) a;B ) hb2i; C ) c2]g)

= [A) a;B ) fb1; b2g; C ) c1jc2] by (5)

IK(fm1 : ha1i;m2 : ha2i;m3 : ha3ig)
= m1jm2jm3 : ha1; a2; a3i by (6)

IK(fha1i; ha2i; fa2; a3gg)
= ha1; a2ijfa2; a3g by (7),(3),(4)

The integration operator is further extended to sets
of semistructured objects as follows:

(1) If S is a set of semistructured objects divided into
maximal integratable sets S1; :::; Sn with respect
to K, then IK(S) = fIK(S1)g [ ::: [ fIK(Sn)g.

(2) If S1; :::; Sn are sets of semistructured objects,
then IK(S1; :::; Sn) = IK(S1 [ ::: [ Sn).

Example 4 Consider the following two sets of
semistructured objects which are essentially two Bib-
tex �les, one of which (S1) contains pure journal papers
and the other (S2) contains both journal and confer-
ence papers.

S1 = f[article) A78 : [title ) Datalog;

author ) Ann;

year ) 1978 ]];
[article) B80 : [title ) Oracle;

author ) Bob;

year ) 1980 ]];
[article) J88 : [ title ) DOOD;

author ) Joe;

year ) 1988 ]]
[article) S78 : [ title ) Ingres;

author ) Sam;

journal) TODS;

year ) 1978 ]];
[article) S85 : [ title ) NF2;

author ) Sam;

journal) IS;

year ) 1985 ]]
g



S2 = f[article) A78 : [ title ) Datalog;

author ) Tom;

year ) 1978 ]];
[article) B82 : [ title ) Oracle;

author ) Bob;

journal) JACM ]];
[article) P90 : [ title ) DOOD;

author ) Pam;

journal) JLP ]];
[inProc) A75 : [title ) NF2;

author ) Ann;

year ) 1975 ]];
[inProc) T79 : [title ) RDB;

author ) Tom;

conf ) PODS ]];
[inProc) S76 : [title ) Ingres;

author ) Sam;

confs ) EDBT ]]
g

If we want to combine them based on the value of the
attribute title, then we can use the integration operator
IK with K = ftitleg as follows:

IK(S1; S2) = IK(S1 [ S2) =

f[article) A78: [title ) Datalog;

author ) AnnjTom;
year ) 1978 ]];

[article)B80jB82:[title ) Oracle;

author ) Bob;

journal) JACM;

year ) 1980 ]]
[article) J88jP90:[title ) DOOD;

author ) JoejPam;
journal) JLP;

year ) 1988 ]]
[article) S78: [title ) Ingres;

author ) Sam;

journal) TODS;

year ) 1978 ]];
[article) S85: [title ) NF2;

author ) Sam;

journal) IS;

year ) 1985 ]];
[inProc) A75: [title ) NF2;

author ) Ann;

year ) 1975 ]];
[inProc) T79: [title ) RDB;

author ) Tom;

conf ) PODS ]];
[inProc) S76: [title ) Ingres;

author ) Sam;

confs ) EDBT ]]
g

Note that the two semistructured objects with ti-
tle Ingres (also NF2) are not integratable as one is an
article object and another is an inProc object. In ad-
dition, if we integrate S1 and S2 based on some other
attributes, such as title, author, the results will be dif-
ferent.

As the above example shows, the integration op-
eration integrates sets of semistructured objects and
records inconsistency in the meantime. The user can
then solve the inconsistency based on the results. This
feature is unique compared to other approaches.

The integration operator has the following proper-
ties.

Proposition 2 Let S1; :::; Sn be sets of semi-
structured objects andK a non-empty set of attributes.
Then Si � IK(S1; :::; Sn) for 1 � i � n.

Continuing with the above example, we have

S1 � IK(S1; S2)

S2 � IK(S1; S2)

Proposition 3 Let S1; :::; Sn be sets of semi-
structured objects and K1 and K2 non-empty sets of
attributes. Then K1 � K2 implies IK2

(S1; :::; Sn) �
IK1

(S1; :::; Sn).

For example, let K1 = ftitleg and K2 =
ftitle; authorg. Then for the two sets of semistruc-
tured objects in Example 4, we have

IK2
(S1; S2) � IK1

(S1; S2).

4 Conclusion

The need for integrating semistructured data nat-
urally arises in the real-world applications. In this
paper, we present a novel approach for integrating
semistructured data with partial and inconsistent in-
formation. A powerful operator called integration is
de�ned and the semantic properties are discussed in de-
tail. This work provides a �rm foundation in discussing
the semantics of semistructured data in which hetero-
geneous data may come from various data sources with
incomplete or inconsistent information.

Further work will focus on other possible opera-
tions in manipulating semistructured databases. The
current integration operator extends union and join
and also handles null/unknown and inconsistent val-
ues. Other potential methods could be intersection,
di�erence, expand, etc. which will be investigated in
the future work.
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